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El Mirage Valley lies at the northern end of the Sheep Creek Fan north of the San Gabriel
Mountains in San Bernardino County, CA. The valley is mostly comprised of a dry lake
that is flanked by the Shadow Mountains and Adobe Mountains along its northwest side.
Our research shows that water levels have declined about 15 meters within the last 80
years. This area is home to a growing number of residents who depend on these
groundwater resources. We have constructed a series of subsurface geologic cross
sections for the El Mirage Valley groundwater basin using data from water well logs,
geophysical methods, and gravity readings. These geologic cross-sections show that a
two aquifer system exists under the valley. Currently, the consumers are pumping from
the upper aquifer and the uppermost portion of the lower aquifer. However, the aquifer
system extends to a depth of 762 meters. In addition, the water quality of the lower
aquifer is better than the upper aquifer. Thus, a vast mineable resource exists in the area
for future investigation.
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